3M Brand
"Stak-It"
SIFS-1 Furring Strip
Cable Stacker

The SIFS-1 Furring Strip Cable Stacker dresses wires for professional look

- Allows installation of multiple NM cables on one side of a furring strip
- Accepts a wide range of flat NM cables, from 14–2 WG to 10–2 WG. Also accepts round cables from 14–3 WG to 10–3 WG.
- Organizes cable runs, preventing tangled wires and reducing potential heating that could occur when cables are stacked under a single fastening device.
- Easy installation — cables snap in for positive lock
- Simplifies cable identification
- Made from reclaimed plastic
- Can also be used in routing, fastening, and supporting CATV, telephone, security, and instrumentation cables

Packaging: 25/bag, 10 bags/case

Patent applied for.
3M Brand
"Stak-It"
SI-1 Cable Stacker

The SI-1 Cable Stacker allows easy installation of MN cables
- Accepts a wide range of flat NM cables, from 14-2 WG to 10-2 WG
- Uses angled nail, allowing installation from any direction, regardless of stud spacing or positioning
- Dresses wires for professional look in exposed areas.
- Covers the 2x4 side to side, automatically centering and spacing multiple NM cables on the stud
- Organizes cable runs, preventing tangled wires and reducing potential heating that could occur when cables are stacked under a single fastening device
- Addresses the spacing requirements of the 1990 National Electrical Code, Article 300-4(d) and the Canadian Electrical Code Part 1, Section 12-516
- Easy installation — cables snap in for positive lock
- Simplifies cable identification
- Made from reclaimed plastic
- Can also be used in routing, fastening, and supporting CATV, telephone, security and instrumentation cables

Packaging: 25/bag, 10 bags/case

Important Notice
All statements, technical information and recommendations related to the Seller's products are based on information believed to be reliable, but the accuracy or completeness thereof is not guaranteed. Before utilizing the product, the user should determine the suitability of the product for its intended use. The user assumes all risks and liability whatsoever in connection with such use.

Any statements or recommendations of the Seller which are not contained in the Seller's current publications shall have no force or effect unless contained in an agreement signed by an authorized officer of the Seller. The statements contained herein are made in lieu of all warranties, expressed or implied, including but not limited to the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose which warranties are hereby expressly disclaimed.

SELLER SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO THE USER OR ANY OTHER PERSON UNDER ANY LEGAL THEORY, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO NEGLIGENCE OR STRICT LIABILITY, FOR ANY INJURY OR FOR ANY DIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES SUSTAINED OR INCURRED BY REASON OF THE USE OF ANY OF THE SELLER'S PRODUCTS THAT WERE DEFECTIVE.